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Physical evidence of two wall effects in liquid chromatography
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Abstract

Using optical on-column visualization for the study of the migration of sample bands, the radial variations of the local
migration rate were studied in the region near the column wall. Photographs of small sample bands migrating along the
column at various radial locations were obtained. On-column chromatograms extracted from these photographs showed
evidence of two wall effects. The first of these effects was present only within the immediate vicinity of the wall. It is a
direct result of the inability of the packing material to form a close packed configuration against the rigid column wall
surface. The second wall effect causes a systematic variation of the migration rate of the sample band in the region of the
wall, this rate increasing from the wall to the central region of the column. The corresponding images portrayed the classical
‘‘wall effect’’ that chromatographers have long discussed. They also show that this effect extends further into the column
than anticipated. As to what are the relative contributions to the results of our observations of the wall effect and of a frit
effect discussed in previous publications, this could not be ascertained.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction to understand but whose consequences are harder to
figure out.

Chromatographers have argued for years about the The first and most obvious interaction is purely
‘‘wall effect’’. It was never clear, however, what geometrical. The bed is packed with quasi-spherical
they actually meant by that. There was, until now, no particles having a narrow size distribution and an
concrete and especially no visual evidence to illus- average size which is several orders of magnitude
trate such an effect, even though there was sufficient smaller than the column diameter. The wall is flat
circumstantial evidence to postulate it as real. How- and smooth, with a rugosity which is at least one
ever, this evidence points toward two different order of magnitude smaller than the particle diam-
effects and none yet has really been demonstrated in eter. So, particles can touch the wall, they cannot
chromatography. The wall can interact with the penetrate it. In the immediate vicinity of the column
packed bed in two different ways which are simple wall, at a distance of the wall smaller than one

particle radius, the void fraction of the bed becomes
larger than its average inside the bed. It tends toward
1 at the wall. It is a minimum at a distance of the*Corresponding author. Fax: 11-865-974-2667.

E-mail address: guiochon@utk.edu (G. Guiochon). wall equal to one particle radius and, over a distance
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of a few particle diameters, it oscillates toward the the sample distribution may not be always homoge-
average value found in the core of the packed bed. neous across the column head. The injection band
The amplitude of these oscillations decays rapidly. may not enter everywhere across the column inlet at
This phenomenon was abundantly documented in the same time either [21]. Lack of radial homo-
chemical engineering [1–4]. A good functional de- geneity of the injection band and of radial
scription of the variations of the bed fraction with the synchronicity of the injection could explain some of
distance to the wall is available [3]. The mobile the results reported above but not all of them. The
phase velocity increases very rapidly with increasing confirmation of the results obtained by local de-
void fraction [5]. The Blake–Kozeny equation [5] tection across the column exit [12–18] by (1) other
shows that it will be nearly two orders of magnitude data showing a flat radial profile of the injected
larger along the wall than its average value inside the density (amount injected per unit surface area) [15–
bed. To the extent of our knowledge, this effect was 18]; (2) NMR data [19,20]; and (3) optical visualiza-
mentioned once in the chromatographic literature, by tion [22–24] demonstrates that an incorrect injection
Golay in 1959 [6]. As it affects a very thin region of or a faulty distributor are not the only important
the bed and does not seem to be a plausible culprit causes of the radial distribution of the mobile phase
for serious losses of separation power, it has re- velocity. Yet, frit effects also may play a significant
mained forgotten, although it could very well be role [25]. Secondly, all what these studies indicate is
responsible for the low efficiency reported by Knox that the length-average flow velocity in the central
for columns having a diameter equal to a dozen or so region of the column is 2 to 8% higher than near the
particle radii [7–9]. wall and that the local efficiency is up to several

The second interaction between the bed and the times higher in the center than along the wall [12–
wall is caused by friction between the bed and the 18]. We have no estimate of the possible axial
column wall [10,11]. It is long known that chroma- variation of this velocity distribution. However,
tography columns are radially heterogeneous. Sys- because of the limited amplitude of the radial
tematic studies by Knox [12], Eon [13], Baur et al. variations of the average velocity, a precision of 1%
[14,15] and Farkas et al. [16–18] demonstrated that. would be required for the local velocity measure-
Knox suggested that the region of the bed affected ments in order to investigate fruitfully the axial
by this second ‘‘wall effect’’ is about 50 particle distribution of the velocity at various radial loca-
diameter thick [12] and Eon agreed [13]. For small tions. Data obtained by optical visualization cannot
preparative columns, the region affected was found deliver this level of precision at present [23,24].
to be thicker [18]. No data are available for wide In summary, we know that columns are not
bore columns, however. More recent studies using homogeneous. We suspect that, in a thin layer of the
NMR measurements of the local dispersion coeffi- bed, just against the wall, the mobile phase velocity
cients [19,20] showed that the local bed efficiency is is high and that, in a thicker layer inside this first
high across most of the column bed. However, the one, the mobile phase velocity is slightly lower than
warping of the radial profile of the band caused by its average in the whole column. We have no real
the radial velocity distribution results in a poor proofs that these layers do exist, however. Although
efficiency if measured on the elution peak, in the the properties of the first layer are probably approxi-
bulk eluate. This warping arises mostly around the mately constant along the column length because of
column wall but it may take place also in other the geometrical origin of this layer, we do not know
locations which appear to be fault lines in the packed how the properties of the second layer vary along the
bed [19]. The fractional volume of the column column. We know little about the mechanism of
affected by this second wall effect is larger than that formation of this latter layer, except that it is related
affected by the first one, by nearly two orders of to friction [11] and we have no idea how to reduce
magnitude for any column but microbore ones. It is its extent nor its deleterious influence on column
large enough to affect markedly the separation power efficiency. We do not know either the extent of the
of columns. influence of the former layer on column perform-

Two comments must be made at this stage. First, ance. For example, it might contribute to peak
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tailing. This ignorance explains an intriguing field could take place only under low inlet (hy-
paradox of column technology. On the one hand, draulic) pressure [32].
considerable progress were made during the last The goal of this study was essentially to visualize
twenty years in developing high quality packing the behavior of small, point-like bands migrating
materials [26–29]. Modern materials have nearly along a column. We employed a visualization method
spherical, smooth particles with narrow particle size previously developed [22–24], using glass columns
distributions, easily accessible pores, and the chemis- containing a mobile phase and a stationary phase
try of their surfaces is highly reproducible, so data with the same refractive indices, so that we could
acquired with them are highly reproducible [27–29]. visualize the behavior of bands of iodine (unretained)
On the other hand, the efficiency of present day in the vicinity of the column wall. In a separation
columns is only marginally better than that of system where both phases have the same refractive
columns packed a score ago [26–29]. We are of the indices, the otherwise opaque bed becomes transpar-
opinion that the underestimation of the significance ent to the eye and the camera, allowing the study of
of the wall effects has considerably contributed to the three-dimensional migration of bands of colored
this lack of progress of column packing technology. solutes. Studying the migration behavior of such

To improve the packing process, we must under- small bands would provide information regarding the
stand the existence of the wall effect, its origin, and radial distribution of the local velocity of the mobile
its interaction with the chromatographic process. phase. We present here results illustrating the com-
This study is a step in that direction. Whether the plex nature of the wall effect.
packing process is by slurry packing (analytical and
some preparative columns) or dynamic compression
(preparative columns), it involves the application of 2. Experimental
a high level of stress to force the particles into a
consolidated bed and minimize the dead volume 2.1. Chemicals
between the particles. Hydrostatic pressure on the
bed or viscous drag of the particles in slurry packing All solvents were used as supplied from the
have the same effect as mechanical stress in dynamic manufacturers. Reagent-grade carbon tetrachloride
compression [11]. During the consolidation stage was purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA).
which follows, friction between the particles [30] HPLC-grade dichloromethane and HPLC-grade
disperse the local stress and eventually directs it methanol were obtained from Fisher Scientific (Fair-
toward the column wall. Because of these frictional lawn, NJ, USA). Iodine (99.9%) was obtained from
forces, of the resulting radial stress that forces the General Chemical Division (New York, NY, USA).
particles against the wall and of the friction between The stationary phase was YMC 15–30 mm C18

the bed and the wall [11], a higher packing density is chemically bonded silica (YMC, Wilmington, NC,
established in the wall region. Consequently, the bed USA). Attentive care was taken when handling
permeability is higher in the central region than near carbon tetrachloride, due to its toxic and carcino-
the wall and a heterogeneous radial flow velocity genic effects. All work was performed in a well
distribution takes place. This explains the second ventilated hood and protective precautions taken as
‘‘wall effect’’. During hydraulic consolidation, the prescribed by the Material Safety Data Sheet
external porosity of the bed decreases linearly with (MSDS).
increasing pressure between 72 and 770 atm (1
atm5101325 Pa) [31]. Yet, the radial stress and the 2.2. Columns
wall friction prevent the bed from consolidating
further, once the bed has formed and particles lost All chromatographic experiments were performed
any mobility. A direct illustration of this apparent on a 100317 mm (I.D.) borosilicate (Pyrex) glass
contraction was shown in columns placed in an column (refraction index, n51.473) supplied by
ultrasonic bath after having been packed under high Omni (Cambridge, UK). The column end fittings
pressure. Further bed consolidation in the ultrasonic were prepared by the University of Tennessee work-
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shop and machined from Delrin plastic. These fit-
tings included a fixed length outlet fitting and an
adjustable inlet fitting that allowed axial compression
of the column. High-molecular-mass polyethylene
frits were inserted into the end fittings. The station-
ary phase used was YMC C silica (Kyoto-Fu 613,18

Japan). This material is spherical with a particle size
distribution given as 15–30 mm and an average
particle size of 21 mm. The column was slurry
packed in a downward configuration using conditions
previously described [22–25]. The column was Fig. 1. Diagram of the inlet head fitting showing the relationship
compressed under a torque of 0.2 m?kg and allowed between the column wall and the sample introduction. All
to rest overnight. The head fitting was then carefully dimensions are in mm. Further details can be seen in the

photographs in Fig. 2. See also refs. [20–23].removed and the inlet fitting that allowed for wall
injections was then inserted (see below). To improve
visualization and minimize the cylindrical lens ef- introduction needle with respect to the column wall
fect, the entire column assembly was placed into a and inlet frit.
laboratory-prepared, rectangular, box-shaped, view-
ing cell filled with what was initially intended to be

2.4. Equipment
carbon tetrachloride (n51.460). For occupational
safety reasons, and because the optical distortion due

The chromatographic system consisted of two
to the cylindrical lens effect is a function of the

high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC)
difference of the indices of the solvent in the column

pumps (model 510, Waters Associates, Milford, MA,
and the solvent in the viewing box, much less toxic

USA) controlled by a Waters automated gradient
dichloromethane (n51.424) was used instead. The

controller. The mobile phase was 100% carbon
cell assembly was described previously [22] and the

tetrachloride and the flow-rates are specified in the
ramifications of using dichloromethane in the cell

appropriate figure captions. Sample visualization of
assembly have been discussed in detail previously

the band profiles was achieved using two Pentax
[23].

ZX-M SLR 35 mm cameras fitted, one with a
Promaster 100 mm macro lens, the other with a

2.3. Sample injection
Makinon 80–200 mm macro zoom lens. Kodak
Ektachrome 200 ASA Professional slide film was

Unless otherwise specified, iodine dissolved in
used throughout. The photographic images were

carbon tetrachloride (12 g/ l) was used as the probe
digitized using a Nikon CoolScan II (Nikon, Melvil-

solute. In this mobile phase, iodine is practically
le, NY, USA) film scanner. All images were acquired

unretained. At this concentration, the solute zone is
at the maximum resolution of the scanner (2700 dots

sufficiently colored and allows the detailed observa-
per inch). Adobe Photoshop 5.0 (Adobe Systems,

tion of the zones obtained upon the injection of the
San Jose, CA, USA) was used to perform image

small volumes (less than 20 ml used in this work)
manipulations (i.e., picture enlargement background

during their entire elution. Sample injection in the
subtraction). Further analysis was done using Sig-

vicinity of the wall was achieved using a modi-
maScan Pro 4.01 (Jandel Scientific, San Rafael, CA,

fication of the central point method previously
USA) image analysis software.

described [22]. A needle was inserted in the inlet frit
and then bent at an angle so that sample could be
loaded at the desired radial location. This head fitting 2.5. Data analysis.
was then inserted into the bed, with minimal dis-
turbance to the column inlet. Fig. 1 illustrates the The process of data analysis was discussed in
head fitting design and the location of the sample previous communications and is beyond the scope of
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this communication. For further information, see taken (not shown). The band profiles shown in Fig. 3
Refs. [22–24]. were extracted from the photographic information,

using our normal procedures, except that the data
shown are profiles of grayscale intensity and were

3. Results and discussion not converted into concentration distributions. This is
of little consequence in this case because we have

The photographs in Fig. 2a–d show the migration not attempted to extract information regarding the
of a sample band along the central region of the sample distribution or the column efficiency. Previ-
column. Migration occurs according to the infinite ous studies have indicated that, because of the
diameter column model [8,33]. Note that, during the nonlinear relationship between concentration and
sample migration, the band remains uniform in grayscale intensity, the actual band profile is nar-
shape, practically spherical throughout its entire rower than the profiles shown in the figures [23].
migration. This is confirmed by the complementary Nevertheless, these profiles clearly show the symme-
set of photographs taken by the camera at right angle try of the migrating sample band and the constancy
of the one with which the photographs in Fig. 2 were of the migration rate of the sample across this region

Fig. 2. Photograph of a 20 ml solution of iodine migrating along a chromatography column following a central point injection. Flow rate:
1.5 ml /min. (a) Initial injection, time50; (b) time51.75 min; (c) time52.60 min; (d) time54.60 min.
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Fig. 3. Migration band profiles extracted from the photograph in Fig. 2d. The seven profiles represent the axial distributions of the grayscale
intensity along the center of the band and along three sections on both the left hand side (L) and the right hand side (R) of the band, at the
radial locations indicated as fractions of the column radius, R, and measured from the column center. These profiles were not corrected for
the variable path length and reflect only the consistency in migration rate and sample dispersion.

of the column. Since iodine is unretained, band cal by respect to the figure axis. Although the fast
broadening is essentially by dispersion and, at this moving diffuse front at the wall is visible also from
flow-rate, radial dispersion proceeds only slightly this angle, the second wall effect and the radial
faster than axial dispersion. heterogeneity of the mobile phase flow are hidden.

In stark contrast, the photographs in Fig. 4a–f This figure demonstrates the usefulness of dual
show the migration of a sample band in the wall camera detection.
region of the column. The sample was injected in a Regarding the first wall effect, the photographs in
manner such that its band would touch the column Fig. 4 show that the part of the sample which is in
wall. In Fig. 4a, the sample was just introduced and the immediate vicinity of the wall migrates at a rate
its profile is nearly hemispherical, almost flat on the that is much greater than that of the bulk sample
side where it touches the wall. Actually, it is migration. This explains the unusual shape of the
cylindrical but the cylinder radius, being that of the band in Fig. 4c–e, with a long, narrow line against
column, is more than ten times as large as that of the the wall and a broader, shorter line slanted toward
sample. Carried downstream by the stream of mobile the inside of the bed. In Fig. 4d, the radial profile of
phase, the sample migrates and the series of photo- the zone has the shape of an upside down tick mark
graphs in Fig. 4b–e illustrate the two wall effects. while in Fig. 4f its profile has a heart shape. This
These will be discussed separately. Fig. 4f was illustrates that a small yet significant amount of the
obtained at right angle to the other five figures. It sample moves fast along the wall. This phenomenon
shows a slightly distorted elliptical profile, symmetri- can also be clearly observed in the migration profiles
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Fig. 4. Photograph of a 10 ml solution of iodine migrating along a chromatography column, following an injection close to the wall. Flow
rate: 1.5 ml /min. (a) Initial injection, time50; (b) time51.00 min; (c) time52.00 min; (d) time53.00 min; (e) time54.60 min; (f)
time53.00 min. Photo taken at a right angle to (d). Note the two wall effects. The first one leads to a very high rate of migration of the band
in the region in the immediate vicinity of the column wall, the second to an increasing rate of migration of the band with increasing distance
from the wall.

shown in Fig. 5. These profiles exhibit detectable particle radius, 10 mm) is placed along the column
peak fronting at radial locations greater than approxi- wall under static conditions. The molecular diffusion

1mately 0.8R. The degree of peak fronting increases coefficient of iodine in carbon tetrachloride is
2 25 2with decreasing distance from the wall. From Fig. approximately 2.75?10 cm /s. In a packed bed,

4b–e, it is not possible to determine exactly how far the apparent diffusion coefficient would be 0.75
from the wall this effect extends. However, the times as much. In the time it takes for the band to
degree of peak fronting begins to be significant for move from the column inlet to its position when Fig.
the migration profiles obtained at radial locations of 4d is recorded (3 min), the layer has become
about 0.9R (Fig. 5), that is, 0.85 to 1 mm from the approximately 0.85 mm thick. This is in excellent
column wall. This amounts to a depth of 40 to 50 qualitative agreement with the experimental results
particle diameters, assuming an average particle size in Fig. 4. Therefore, this figure demonstrates the first
of 21 mm. This figure would be too large for a wall wall effect. Note also that the experiments being
effect of the first type if it were not to be considered
in view of a very fast transverse dispersion caused by
the extremely steep concentration gradient arising

2 3Using h50.86 cP, M 5154 g/mol, and V 563.5 cm /molfrom a first wall effect. Assume that a layer of iodine B A

(which assumes a density of 4 g/ml for liquid iodine at its meltingsolution of uniform and negligible thickness (ca. one
point of 1168C), the Wilke and Chang equation [34] gives D5

25 22.65?10 cm /s at 300 K. With the same data, the Scheibel
1 25 2All radial locations are measured from the column axis toward equation [35] gives D52.75?10 cm /s. A bed tortuosity of 0.75

the wall. is assumed.
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Fig. 5. Migration band profiles extracted from the photograph in Fig. 4e. The nine profiles represent the axial distributions of the grayscale
intensity along sections of the band profile parallel to the column axis, at radial distances approaching 1.0, i.e., close to the wall. These
profiles were not corrected for the variable path length (see Fig. 3).

carried out at a flow-rate of 1.5 ml /min, we have the migration profiles of individual profiles [22,23].
u50.016 cm/s (with e50.80), hence v51.2, a rather Even though image distortion prevents accurate
low reduced velocity which explains the nearly quantitation, this distortion cannot affect the position
spherical shape of the zones obtained with a centrally of the maximum concentration of the band.
injected sample (Fig. 2). Grayscale intensity profiles representing the con-

The second wall effect is also observed in the centration distributions along parallel straight lines
photographs shown in Fig. 4. Initially, the sample is located at various distances from the column axis
loaded onto the column as a quasi-hemispherical between 0.50R and 0.95R in Fig. 4e were extracted
band (Fig. 4a). It rapidly distorts into a tick mark from the images and are shown in Fig. 5. They
shape as migration proceeds (Fig. 4b–e). The central clearly show that, while the migration distance
fraction of the sample migrates more slowly than the within 4.6 min decreases (hence, so does the local
fractions which are either closer to the center of the mobile phase velocity) with increasing distance from
column or nearer to its wall. This is consistent with a the column axis, the fraction of the band located very
lower permeability of a wall region of the column close to the wall migrates at a velocity which
approximately 40 to 60 particle diameters thick, as increases rapidly with decreasing distance to the
typically associated with the wall effect [10,12–18]. wall. This behavior was expected if a second wall
Unfortunately, optical distortion of the photograph in effect was also present.
the region of radial distances between R and |0.8R Fig. 6 shows a plot of the average velocity of axial
from the column axis makes it difficult to quantitate concentration profiles scanned from photographs of
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Fig. 6. Velocity distributions for local injections of small sample droplets made at various radial positions (expressed as a fraction of the
radius, R). The migration distances used for velocity determinations were calculated from the position of the maximum peak heights, except
in the last case. j Droplet path along the column axis. *Droplet injected at a radial distance of 0.3R. m Droplet injected at a radial distance
of 0.6R. . Droplet injected at a radial distance of 0.9R, migration distance determined from the position of the peak maximum
concentration. ♦ Droplet injected at a radial distance of 0.9R, migration distance determined from the position of the peak front at the
baseline of the profile.

narrow bands, similar to those shown in Figs. 2 and orders of magnitude larger along the wall than in the
4 (but not shown), versus the radial position of the core region. Transverse dispersion would be
scans. These bands were injected in the column extremely fast on the scale of the effect, as shown
center and at various locations between the column earlier. The nature of the experiment prevents from
axis and its wall. For bands injected close to the carrying out more precise measurements of the local
wall, different definitions of the average velocity velocity.
were used. The results in Figs. 5 and 6 are in At this stage, a precautionary note is in order. We
agreement. These figures demonstrate clearly a sec- cannot explicitly assume without further validation
ond wall effect, the average velocity between the work that the radial variation of the migration rate
column inlet and its wall being constant in the core illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6 is entirely due to a second
region, then, beyond a radial location of 0.7R, ‘‘wall effect’’, i.e., to a systematic radial variation of
decreasing slowly toward the wall, and, finally, the void fraction and the packing density. In several
jumping abruptly, when very close to the wall, and previous studies, we found an important frit effect
more than doubling (Fig. 6). This figure is not in affecting the flow profile of the mobile phase along
contradiction with the assumption of a velocity the column. A radial variation of the mobile phase
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velocity may also be a consequence of the lack of recorded by a post-column detector as responses to
radial homogeneity of column frits (at column inlet the two local injections, the one made in the column
and outlet). Admittedly, the sample is injected center (Fig. 2) and the one made close to the wall
locally in the column, downstream from the frit. (Fig. 4). These two chromatograms are shown in Fig.
Nevertheless, the inlet frit may slightly affect the 7. Curve b in this figure shows the profile obtained
local velocity. Depending on the particular frit, the for the sample injected in the column center and
contribution can be negligible or significant com- migrating in accordance with the infinite diameter
pared to the phenomenon reported here. As the inlet column (Fig. 2). This profile is symmetrical, as
frit used here was modified to permit the passage of illustrated by the overlay of a Gaussian function with
the injection device (Fig. 1), it was not possible to the same variance, curve c, with an efficiency
ascertain quantitatively the contribution of the frit in corresponding to h52.2, calculated using the half-
this case. It is not possible to separate the two effects height method. In comparison, the sample that
in the experiments of on-column visualization. migrated close to the column wall gave an un-

Finally, the compounded effects of the radial symmetrical, strongly fronting peak, showing that
heterogeneity of the frit and the packed bed (includ- part of the sample traveled quickly along the imme-
ing both wall effects) on the sample migration are diate vicinity of the wall. The efficiency of the peak
illustrated by a comparison of the chromatograms eluted from the column is much lower (curve a), with

Fig. 7. Post-column chromatograms, recorded on-line with a UV detector, and normalized to their respective peak maximum, obtained for
samples of ca. 10 ml (a) and 20 ml (b) of the iodine solution eluting as the result of injections made: a5close to the column wall (Fig. 4),

2b5in the column center. Curve c is a Gaussian function having the same variance, s , as curve b. The flow-rate in each case was 1.5
ml /min. UV detection at 440 nm.
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h58.9. This result is obviously consistent with the not possible to separate these two effects quantita-
variable rate of solute migration shown in Fig. 5. tively. Further work is in progress to elucidate

further the origins and consequences of these effects.
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